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Fully developed security system for holding and managing venomous snakes in zoos as well as in the private 

sector. The system was developed by Petter Albinsson, AquaBase and Michael O. Jørgensen, with input from a 

number of other professionals in the industry.The system is designed for all types of venomous snakes, including 

back-fanged snakes, elapidae, vipers, etc., the system enables hands-off work with the snakes all boxes fit tubes 

and PMP snake backer, etc. just as the boxes fit our built-in system and can be used to put directly in or on the 

terrarium.The boxes have interchangeable lids, so the right lids for the solution can be selected. The boxes fit the 

dimensions of the thermoboxes by default and are break-proof, just as the transparent lid allows the hose to be 

seen by checking in the thermos. Meets double box requirements during transport. The boxes can be locked..The 

terrariums are made of glass with an aluminum frame, double bottom ensures that the crates can be slid into the 

terrarium, allowing the hose to use it as a hide or moisture cover. Top glass is made of diamond glass so UV light 

can pass through the glass, in addition a lamp for the terrariums with adjustable led lighting is available.There are 

two holes in top glass with fuse, for conducting heat lamp or mistsystem. All terrariums are fitted with 

locks.Terrariums are available in standard 128 liters and 250 liters, high and low model, as well as against orders in 

325, 420 and 720 liters or according to dimensions.The external unit is designed for integration into existing plants, 

where all checkout dimensions naturally fit, so the solution can be used with the standard terrariums in eg. 

Quarantine.  
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